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1 Introduction Spintronics is concerned with using 
the spin of the electron in novel electronic devices. The 
spin property adds a degree of freedom to the electron 
transport. Recently, it has become evident that a number of 
studies of spin-dependent transport included also heat 
transport and the term “spin caloritronics” was coined [1]. 
While the charge, spin and heat currents were considered 
by spintronics founders [2, 3], much attraction to the inclu-
sion of heat in spin-dependent transport stems from the 
discovery of the so-called spin Seebeck effect [4, 5].  

The existence of a bulk spin current on large scales at 
distances orders of magnitude larger than the spin diffusion 
length may appear surprising [6], since the more familiar 
GMR vanishes on such scales.  

From simple thermodynamical considerations, the cur-
rents are functions of the gradients of the intensive ther-
modynamical variables, i.e. the temperature gradient ,T—  
the chemical potential gradient —μ  and the electric poten-
tial gradient ,V—  which vanish at equilibrium. In order to 
observe a spin polarisation current, the system has to inter-
act with the exterior through a heat current, an electric cur-
rent or both. In this Letter, we consider the first case, 
where a spin polarisation current is driven by a heat current 
in a stationary state.  

We use the three-current model (spin-up, spin-down 
and entropy currents) to show that under the boundary 
conditions used in the spin Seebeck experiments, one can 
expect a non-vanishing spin current. The result is known in 

chemistry as a Soret effect, as discussed in the concluding 
section, below.  

 
2 Three-current model We assume that the electric 

charge carriers are of two types, up spins and down spins, 
labeled respectively with a subscript ( )+  and ( )- , and con-
sidered as two different “chemical substances”. Then, we 
use a three-current model involving a heat current density 
and the two charge current densities. We adopt the notation 
of a previous work [7]. A similar three-current model was 
recently used by [8]. The three diffusive currents are the 
entropy current density sj  and the electric current densities 
+j  and -j  of the spin-up and spin-down carriers. Thermo-

dynamics of irreversible processes implies that there are 
linear relations between these current densities and their 
respective generalized forces. These relations relate the en-
tropy current sj  and the charge current densities +j  and -j  
respectively to the gradient of temperature, ,T—  and the 
gradients of the respective electrochemical potential of the 
charge carriers, +—μ  and ,-—μ  according to  
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For convenience, we adopt the notation of Valet and 
Fert [9] and express the electrochemical potentials ±μ  as  

0 qV± = ± D + ,μ μ μ  (2) 

Using a three-current model (i.e. heat, spin-up and spin-down
electrons) the thermodynamics of irreversible processes pre-
dicts that a temperature gradient gives rise to a spin current
on large scales, in particular under the conditions used to

 measure the spin Seebeck effect. Diffusive currents on large
scales are common in thermochemistry. The proportionality
between the diffusion current and the gradient of the chemical
potential is known as the Soret effect or thermophoresis. 
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where q is the charge per carrier, V the applied electrostatic 
potential and 0μ  the mean chemical potential. In our dis-
cussion, we do not consider purely chemical effects, so 

0 0.— =μ  Moreover, the Onsager coefficients +-L  and -+L  
describe spin mixing [10]. These coefficients are only im-
portant when describing the magnetic field dependence of 
the thermoelectric power [11], and can thus be neglected in 
our approach.  

As shown by Gravier et al. [7], it is straightforward to 
recast the linear relations (1) as  
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where ±σ  are the spin-dependent electric conductivities of 
the spin currents, κ  is the thermal conductivity, and ±ε  are 
the spin-dependent Seebeck coefficients of the spin cur-
rents, defined as  

1
q T

±
±

—= - .
—
με  (4) 

At this point, it is physically useful to define the elec-
tric current density j  and the spin polarisation current den-
sity pj  as the sum and the difference of the spin-dependent 
current densities +j  and -j  respectively, i.e.  

and p+ - + -= + = - .j j j j j j  (5) 

Similarly, we define the effective electric conductivity σ  
and the spin-dependent polarisation conductivity pσ   
as  

and p+ - + -= + = - .σ σ σ σ σ σ  (6) 

In the bulk limit, the spin channels reach equilibrium, 
which implies that 0D =μ  and from (2), it follows that 

+ -— ∫ — = —μ μ μ . In this limit, we define the effective spin 
Seebeck coefficient ε  and the polarisation spin Seebeck 
coefficient pε  as  
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The linear relations (3) imply when 0=j  and 0p =j  
respectively that  
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By comparing the relations (7) and (8), the analytical 
expressions for the spin Seebeck coefficients ε  and pε  are 

respectively found to be  
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Finally, the Onsager matrix (3) can be recast as  
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3 Bulk spin current We consider an experiment 
where there is no electric current, i.e. 0,=j  and a tempera-
ture gradient is imposed across the sample. In the bulk 
limit, i.e. 0,D =μ  the spin polarisation current density pj  
in (10) is found to be proportional to the temperature gra-
dient and reduces to the simple expression  

( )p p p T= - - — .j σ ε ε  (11) 

This expression holds on large scales, i.e. much greater 
than the spin diffusion length.  

The spin-dependent electric conductivities ±σ  and the 
spin-dependent spin Seebeck coefficients ±ε  can be written 
as  

( ) ( )1 and 1
2± ±= ± = ± .σσ β ε ε η  (12) 

Thus, to first order in β  and ,η  the expression (11) for the 
spin polarisation current density pj  reduces to  

( )p T= - - — .j σε η β  (13) 

4 Spin Soret effect Within the two-current model, it 
is necessary to assume that the temperature derivative of 
the chemical potential is spin-dependent in order to infer 
the existence of a bulk spin current [12]. Instead, in the 
bulk limit, the three-current model shows that we can have 
a balance between a heat current and a spin current in the 
absence of a charge current, with no additional assumption.  

The existence of this diffusive current is known in 
chemistry as a Soret effect [13]. Charles Soret observed 
that a tube containing a mixture of two salts, where one 
end of the tube was maintained cold and the other hot, pre-
sented different salt concentrations at both ends. Since then, 
the diffusive current of one substance with respect to an-
other, driven by a temperature gradient, has been known as 
the Soret effect or thermophoresis. In liquids, it is usually 
demonstrated using two plates, where the top one is main-
tained hot and the bottom one cold in order to avoid con-
vection. After a short while, the balance between the heat 
current and the diffusion flux leads the system to a station-
ary state [14]. Thermodiffusion is more commonly ob-
served with aerosols in which the effect is quite intuitive: 
the air molecules have on average a higher velocity on the 
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higher temperature side of any particle in suspension, thus 
pushing it to the lower temperature side.  

Thus, in chemistry, the Soret effect refers to the contri-
bution to the diffusive current of the solute with respect to 
the solvent [14], which is due to the temperature gradient. 
By analogy, the spin Soret effect refers to the contribution 
to polarisation current S

pj  due to the temperature gradient 
.T—  By defining the spin Soret coefficient S  as  
S
p S T= - — ,j  (14) 

it follows from (10), that the spin Soret coefficient S  is 
given by  

p pS = .σ ε  (15) 

There are many systems where two types of carriers (of 
charge as well as of entropy) are invoked. For example, the 
thermodynamical framework presented in this Letter can 
be generalised to a current of phonons or magnons. It has 
been conjectured that the difference between the effective 
temperature of magnons and that of phonons drives spin 
pumping into the electrons [15, 16]. From a mere thermo-
dynamic standpoint, a drift of the magnons [17] toward the 
cold side of the sample is a form of thermophoresis. Pho-
non drag can also be thought of as a cross-effect between 
phonons and electrons [18]. However, as always with the 
thermodynamics of irreversible processes, the Onsager ma-
trix expresses the existence of relationships among the 
gradients of the extensive state variables and their associ-
ated currents, but cannot address the micro-mechanisms 
responsible for the values of the matrix elements.  

 
5 Conclusion We consider the experimental configu-

ration used to detect the spin Seebeck effect as one ex-
periment characterised by zero effective electric current in 
the bulk limit. We show that a three-current model of heat, 
spin-up and spin-down currents predicts the spin polarisa-
tion current to exist on large scales and to be proportional 
to the temperature gradient, corresponding to a spin Soret 
effect. Thus, we establish the existence of a spin current 
driven by a heat current over large distances in the absence 
of a charge current and at equilibrium of the spin channels 
(i.e. 0=j  and 0).D =μ  Thus, a heat current may affect the 
magnetisation [19].  
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